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1.- Getting Started

The OASys tool is located in the disk labeled OASys v2.0b that accompanied this manual. The tool is provided for both MacOS or Windows in two different disks. We recommend making copies of the disks, put away the originals and use the copies from here on. To use the tool you will need to have Microsoft Excel version 5.0 or latter on your Mac or Windows computer.
To get started using the OASys tool do the following

1.	Insert the disk in the disk drive.
2.	In the MacOS, from the Desktop double click the disk labeled OASys v2.0b and then double click on the icon labeled OASys v2.0b. In Windows 3.1 select Run from the File menu of the Program manager and type “A:\OASYS2” and press the OK button.
3.	Microsoft Excel will be launched and a presentation screen will appear. Press the “OK” button.
4.	A worksheet named “Current Technology” will appear. This is reviewed in Section 2.
5.	Pressing the button “To Alternative 1” will take the user to a similar worksheet named “Alternative 1”. Another button labeled “To Alternative 2” will take the user to a similar worksheet and so on. These are reviewed in Section 3.
6.	There are a total of 3 “Alternative” worksheets that can be filled out plus the “Current” worksheet that can be filled out. The user can move from one worksheet to another by pressing the buttons with arrows at the top of the worksheet.
7.	The user should fill out the values requested in each of the worksheets where applicable.
8.	When done, the results are shown in the worksheets labeled “Comparative Scores” and “Hazard Scores”. These can be reached from the “Alternative 3” worksheet (the last alternative technology). These are reviewed in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
9.	Each worksheet has a “Help !!!” button that gives a brief help sheet about the worksheet being filled out or interpreted.

The next few sections review the different worksheets explaining how to fill them out and interpret the results.


2.- Filling out the Current Technology Worksheet

The Current Technology Sheet allows the user to fill out the information for the technology that is currently being used. Figure 2.1 Shows the Current Technology Sheet.
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Figure 2.1 : The Current Technology Worksheet

2.1 Filling Out the Worksheet

The user fills out this sheet by first providing the name of the component in the cell labeled “Type Name Here” and then finding the values of the categories listed under the column labeled “Category”. The values should be in the units shown in the column labeled “Units” and the values should be entered under the column labeled “Val”. A corresponding score will be computed and will shortly appear under the column labeled “Sco”. The score is a normalized value of the value of the category provided. It ranges from 0 to 10.
The user should also provide a certainty factor from 0 to 100 under the column labeled “Cert”. The certainty factor should reflect how much the user is confident of the value that they are providing. If the user does not provide a value, a default certainty of 100 will be assumed and will appear under the column. Once a value is provided, the default value will disappear.
Note that the current technology evaluation may involve the mixture of several components. In the sheet, only one component is shown at first but more may be added as needed. The button labeled “Insert Component” inserts a new component and shifts other components to the right of the sheet. The percentages of the components that make up the mixture must be provided next to the “%” sign under the name of the component in the range of 0 to 100. If only one component makes up the current technology evaluation then put a 100.


2.2 Intermediate Certainty and Score Values

The columns “Cert” and “Score” at the left, collect the combined values of the individual certainties and scores of each component. If there is only one component, these values will be the same as the ones for the only component. The combined value of the Score is computed as follows

		Sum ( Score( i ) * Certainty( i ) * Percent( i ) )
Score = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
			Sum ( Certainty( i ) * Percent( i ) )

and the combined value of the Certainty is computed as follows

			Sum ( Certainty( i ) * Percent( i ) )
Certainty  = -------------------------------------------------------------------
				Sum ( Percent( i ) )

where “i” is the ith component.

2.3 The Help Sheet

At the top of the sheet there are three buttons. The first button labeled “Help !!!” takes the user to a help sheet that gives a brief explanation of how to fill out the worksheet. See Figure 2.2.
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 Figure 2.2 : Help Sheet for filling out the Current Technology and Alternative Technology Worksheets.

When the user is done filling out this sheet they can continue to the next worksheet by pressing the button “To Alternative 1”. The sheet will look very similar to the one the user just filled out with the only difference that it is for another alternative technology. There are 3 alternative technology worksheets that are all very similar to each other and filled out in the same way. The next section considers these worksheets.

3.- Filling out the Alternative Technology Worksheets

The Alternative Technology Worksheets are almost identical to the worksheet explained in the previous section. There are three of these worksheets labeled “Alternative 1” through “Alternative 3”. These worksheets provide an extra button on the left that allows to go to the previous alternative technology. The help button takes the user to the same help sheet as in the previous section. See Figure 2.2.
Alternative 3 is the last alternative technology worksheet. The right button is labeled “Compare Alternatives”. It takes the user to a worksheet that summarizes all of the Scores and Certainties of all the alternative technologies. The next section explains this.

4.- The Comparative Scores Worksheet

This worksheet collects all of the Scores and Certainties from the different technology alternative worksheets. Figure 4.1 shows this worksheet.
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Figure 4.1 : Comparative Scores worksheet

The Scores and Certainties are combined into averaged Scores and Certainties. This is done by selecting the two greater values of the product of the individual Scores and Certainties. These two values are used to select the corresponding two Scores and two Certainties that produced the two highest product. The two Scores are averaged and so are the Certainties. These averaged values are shown in the green rows under the corresponding Score and Certainty columns.
This is done for each of the categories and alternative technologies and are then summarized in the following worksheet called “Hazards”. To go to the Hazards worksheet press the “Hazards Table” button.
The button labeled “Help !!!” shows a brief explanation of the Comparative Scores worksheet. Figure 4.2 shows this Help Sheet.
The button labeled “To Alternative 3” brings the user back to the last of the alternative technologies reviewed in the previous sections.
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Figure 4.2 : Help Sheet for the Comparative Scores worksheet

5.- The Hazards Worksheet

The Hazards worksheet collects the Scores and Certainties from all of the categories of the current and alternative technologies. Figure 5.1 shows the worksheet.
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Figure 5.1 : Hazard Score worksheet


This worksheet allows the user to compare the technology alternatives and the current technology against each other. The worksheet computes a weighted average of all the Scores of each category. The weighted average also considers the certainty factor. The final weighted score of each alternative technology is computed as follows

				Sum ( Score ( Ci ) * Certainty ( Ci ) * Weight ( Ci ) )
Weighted Final Score = ------------------------------------------------------------------------
					Sum ( Certainty ( Ci ) * Weight ( Ci ) )

where “Ci” is the ith category.

The final weighted certainty is computed in a similar way

					Sum ( Certainty ( Ci ) * Weight ( Ci ) )
Weighted Final Certainty = -----------------------------------------------------------------
						Sum ( Weight ( Ci ) )

The values are shown in the row labeled “Weighted Final”.
The weights for each category are selected in the column labeled “Value Weight”. Their values range between 0 and 10 and they are initially set with a value of 10. They allow the user to decide how much they want to consider one category over another. If no Score or Certainty values appear for a given category, then the corresponding weight will not be considered in the computation of the weighted final values.
The final values of the score shown in the row labeled “Final” shows the summation of the Scores for each alternative technology.

